MINI TRANSFORMER

RXT-1225 & RXT-1260
25W OR 60W SMALL PROFILE TRANSFORMER
STAINLESS STEEL ENCLOSURE
8.75” X 4.50” X 4.00”

LED MODULE/ PAR 30 DIRECTIONAL LIGHT

DL-50 & DL-50-PAR30
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM OR BRASS WITH CAST ALUMINUM OR BRASS SWIVEL
17W 50,000 HOUR LED MODULE OR
12W PAR30 LED

BARBECUE LIGHTS

STAINLESS STEEL BARBECUE LIGHTS
COMMERCIAL MODEL & RESIDENTIAL MODELS

LED MODULE UNDERWATER LIGHT

SL-11-LEDM, SL-11-LEDM-AB, SL-11-LEDM-ABAC
BRASS LED MODULE UNDERWATER LIGHT
OPTIONAL AIMING BRACKET & ANGLE COLLAR
AVAILABLE IN 7W, 11W, 15W AND 20W MODELS

SL-60/SL-61/SL-62

SL-60-LEDM, SL-61-LEDM, SL-62-LEDM
DIE CAST ALUMINUM, BRASS OR STAINLESS STEEL RECESSED LED STEP LIGHT
3W LED MODULE (SL-60/61), 3x 3W LED MODULE (SL-62)
200 LUMENS/50,000 HOURS (SL-60/61), 600 LUMENS/50,000 HOURS (SL-62)

MR11 & AR111 SUPER SAVER LED

FL-LED-MR11SS3W15: 3W, 40,000 HOUR MR11 LED (15° SPOT)
FL-LED-MR11SS3W40: 3W, 40,000 HOUR MR11 LED (40° FLOOD)
FL-LED-AR111SS3W15: 12W, 40,000 HOUR MR11 LED (15° SPOT)
FL-LED-AR111SS12W40: 12W, 40,000 HOUR MR11 LED (40° FLOOD)
Tree Mount

FA-TB2A
Machined aluminum or brass tree mount
Accommodates 1/2” NPS
Side slot for easy fixture threading

Surface Mount Marker Light

SL-20SM-MSMLEDP
Surface mount marker light
Cast brass or cast aluminum
4W, 50,000 hour LED panel

Par 20 & Par 30 Wall Lights

SL-16/-D-PAR20BRS & SL-16/-D-PAR30BRS
Par 20 & Par 30 models
5.5 & 11” total length (Par20)/7.25 & 13” total length (Par30)
Brass & aluminum models

Mr16 Wall & Pendant Lights

SL16-D-MR16-S2-LED-SS/-BRS
SL16-MR16-S2-LED-SS/-BRS
SL16-P-MR16-S2-LED-SS/-BRS
Threaded collar w/ decorative acrylic end piece
Standard snoot length in 2.5”, extended snoots in 6” and 12”
Lengths available | Stainless steel or brass
Mr11 light source models available
NEW PRODUCTS
2018

4" X 4" PAVER LIGHTS

SL-44-44
ALUMINUM OR BRASS FACEPLATES
POWDER COATED ALUMINUM HOUSING
2W, 40,000 HOUR WATERPROOF LED STRIP

ROUND PAVER LIGHT

SL-37-P/SL-37P-MR16
CIRCULAR DROP-IN PAVER LIGHT
BRASS
1.5 w G4 OR 3w MR16 LED LIGHT SOURCE

SQUARE SURFACE LIGHT

SL-63
ALUMINUM SURFACE/CEILING LIGHT
SC, MR16 OR LED PANEL LIGHT SOURCES

FLAG POLE LIGHT

FA-PM-7-2H-12V-CPR
Aluminum or brass tree ring, 7" diameter.
Fits pole diameter of 5" and accommodates up to 2 fixtures
Optional diameters available.

SUPER SAVER LED’S

FL-LED-OMNI-3G255/27K - 3w, 50,000 hour LED Single Contact
FL-LED-OMNI-3G255BP/27K - 3w, 50,000 hour LED Bi-Pin
FL-LED-OMNI-3-SSBP- 3w, 50,000 hour LED Bi-Pin (Also in 120v)
FL-LED-MR1653W15/36/80- 3w, 40,000 hour MR16 LED (15°, 36°, 80°)
FL-LED-MR1655W15/36/80- 5w, 40,000 hour MR16 LED (15°, 36°, 80°)
FL-LED-MR16557W15/36/80- 7w, 40,000 hour MR16 LED (15°, 36°, 80°)

PAR SUPER SAVER LED’S

PAR38/PAR30/PAR20
FL-LED-P20S515/40 - 8w, 50,000 hour
FL-LED-P30S515/40 - 12w, 50,000 hour
FL-LED-P38S515/40 - 15w, 50,000 hour

MR16 SUPER SAVER NOW AVAILABLE IN 120v GU10
NEW PRODUCTS 2018

HANGING LIGHT/ PENDANT LIGHT

RXS-18 & RXS-18P
ALUMINUM OR BRASS CANISTER
OPTIONAL SAND BLAST ACRYLIC LENS
7W, 11W, 15W LED MODULE, 50,000 HOURS

WALL MOUNT LIGHT

RXS-18WM
ALUMINUM OR BRASS CANISTER
OPTIONAL SAND BLAST ACRYLIC LENS
7W, 11W, 15W LED MODULE, 50,000 HOURS

SURFACE MOUNT LIGHT

RXS-18SM
ALUMINUM OR BRASS CANISTER
OPTIONAL SAND BLAST ACRYLIC LENS
7W, 11W, 15W LED MODULE, 50,000 HOURS

PATH LIGHT

PL-25
ALUMINUM OR BRASS PATH LIGHT
2X 4W LED FLAT PANEL, 50,000 HOURS

PL-17-S1
1.00" EXTRUDED ALUMINUM L SHAPE
DESIGN (20" X 5" X 1")
3W, 50,000 HOUR OMNI SUPER SAVER
LED OR
2W, 40,000 LED STRIP

BULLET LIGHT

RXD-08-ETACFCS
BRASS BULLET
FLAT CAP & SAND BLAST ACRYLIC SNOOT
MR16